
There is a Day (B)
EUFAULA (Jordan Whitmore)

verse 1:
B                   E                 F#              
Now we have sorrow and pain
B                         E       F#

we’re subject to suffering
B                          E       
but still we have confidence
F#                     g#m
we hold onto promises
E                F#               g#m  F#            
as we look forward in hope     to that day

B////Bsus B///// B////Bsus B//B/D#//

chorus:
                      E       B                           
for there is a day coming, 
                        E    F#   g#m
when we will weep no more
                          E             B                         
when all of our pain and sadness 
                   F#/////  F#/////
will turn to joy
B/D#            E        B                                           
Christ will return to us, 
                           E     F# g#m   
our hearts will rejoice in Him
                          E           B      F#

and no one will take our joy away     
                             E                  F#

so we hold onto hope, for we know
                        [B]
that there is a day….

turn:
B///// E///// F#///// F#/////  (x2)

verse 2:
Now we have heartache and grief
our spirits groan inwardly 
but still we trust and believe
we cling to the Trinity
as we look forward in hope to that day

B////Bsus B//B/D#//

chorus:
                      E     B                           
for there is a day coming, 
                       E      F#  g#m
when we will weep no more
                          E             B                         
when all of our pain and sadness 
                   F#/////  F#/////
will turn to joy
B/D#            E        B                                           
Christ will return to us, 
                         E      F#/A#  g#m   
our hearts will rejoice in Him
                          E           B      F#

and no one will take our joy away     
                             E                  F#

so we hold onto hope, for we know
                        B///// B///// B///// B/////
that there is a day….

bridge:
g#m
and we take heart
E                                           B
for you have overcome the world
                      F#/////  F#// D#//
so we trust in you  (fill us with peace as we 
wait)
g#m
and we take heart
E                               B
for you are coming again
                 B/D#  F#<> <>
so we wait on you

chorus 1 (extra bar hold after bar 4)

outro:
B             E                 F#

there is a day coming…
B             E                 F#

there is a day coming…
B             E                 F#

there is a day coming…
B <>         E <>           F# <>
there is a day coming…


